FiltaFry

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muqI5aSpx3w
Do your fryers look like this?

This fryer has grease build up that has not been cleaned.

- Our service will remove the build up and provide a safer environment to cook in.
Increased Life of Cooking Oil

As we eliminate the micro-contaminates that help break down your oil, your oil lasts its maximum life.

The longer the oil lasts, the less oil you need to purchase.

Typically, if you dump your oil twice a week, we can reduce you to once a week.
Reduce Fuel Consumption

• The built up carbon is removed from the fryers’ heating elements therefore, there is an increase in heat transfer which results in less fuel being burned.
Improved Kitchen Safety

We are specially trained and equipped, so we handle the hot oil and you are shielded from potential costly accidents and insurance claims.
FildaCool

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wp4Klep9sfE
Provides a cost-effective and eco-friendly solution to control moisture levels inside refrigeration units/walk-in coolers.

Stainless-steel holders are easily attached to the ceiling of a cooler, refrigerator, or cold storage unit.

Each holder contains air permeable packets of specially blended minerals that are scientifically proven to lower temperature and absorb excess humidity inside refrigeration units.
Summary

**FiltaFry**
- Extends life of oil
- Improves safety
- Improves quality of food
- Removes Carbon from fryers
- Consistently cleaner fryers
- Fryer readiness

**FiltaCool**
- Extends shelf life of meats, poultry, fish, fruits, and vegetables
- Reduces risk of food-borne illness
- Saves energy
- Reduces mold growth, wipe downs, mopping, and shrinkage
- Eliminates odors
- Reduces costly defrost cycles & downtime
Contact
Paul Reissfelder – Owner AP FryCool Services, LLC
apfrycool@yahoo.com
774-454-8778

Current Clients

- Fenway Park, Aramark
- The Westin Copley Hotel
- The Sheraton Boston Hotel
- Mass Eye and Ear
- Dana Farber
- State Street
- Blue Cross, Blue Shield
- Ropes and Gray
- University Massachusetts Boston
- Liberty Mutual